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Vazakas: Mercersburg Academy: 1942

POETRY

Creates a costly holiday.. The passengers
aware th3;t wish is comatose, delay
decisions, dwell on the past, and
ghost-like, haunt their recent premises.
'The familiar deceives them into being
, less than they desire, as mind and ~
motor casually secure a fragment of
the future. Adequate as ease, our
. Poise of confidence welcomes the great
onrushing dark; ourminds accept
the consequence of change, drugged
now, and hastening toward hom~.

ME'RCERSBURGACADEMY:

1942

for Bruno Palmer-Poroner

Below the windo~ where I watch,
the lamps still polk-a-dot
the 'campus, though lights at
intersections scarcely dear
The darkness where the curved paths
meet. In the secluded valley
of the Cumberland, the autumn
.night still breathes the
Sensuous scents of summer. Yet
the air holds hints and
pr~111ise, like the anonymous
pleasures of a Halloween.
Inside the room, the young master
bends above his books. The
lamp casts more 'than a spectral
imprint on the wall, sinks
"
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Shadows where no shadows were,
Leonardian ... Suddenly, like
crashing glass, the carillon .
shatters the evening dream.
•The stormy anthem from the chapel's
votive spire- elaborates the
Gothic stance, to signify its
principle ... In this Academy,
Sound body and sound mind receive
curricular consent... T.he
backward are brought up to
date. Parents are pleased.
The classic pediments of dorms; the
Tudor dining hall; nostalgic·
chorals on the stairs, close
like a book on careful memories.

....

'

Although the boys raise hell in
hall and room, the dormitory
walls connive, with prints of
Wells and Parliament, to bend
Young minds toward better things.
England is here. Yes, and
th~ wise men of the faculty
will watch the largeness of
"

Avon,· pregnant with culture, give
birth to a new. discipline ...
This is an Eden of regret,
not for the lost, but for
Exterior images that hurt and
make this dear. Here is
an insight to pure peace
not yet prolonged. And
• A formal literary club for faculty and leading townsfolk.
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Pain, conditioned still by change,
could drench these lawns
potential with its blood.
Tentative as happiness,

I

There might be at least a kind
of compromise with suffering
. in this place, if these tall
evergreens could possibly
Encompass the whole county of
the heart. Far off, the
agony of conflict threatens
to forbid the unreturning .
Young rem~mbranc~ of these trees.
And now, summer no more, but
a dying season tuned to the
heart's accurate instrumentality.
BYRON

VAZAKAS

RANDOM IS OUR LOVE
Random is our love .
Met in thin night over swift air
As though we had buried the sea
And had no wish to hear its sound.
Are the integers of faith too slender
-To explain why th.e language
Of your hair is silence and your eyes
- Are only alternately gay?
For we who run up tall staircases
To lean against pain
Are the children of winter in rain
And canyons divide our glance
·
into darkness ...
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